Supplementary Text 1. Open access initiatives around the world

The Nelson Memo

The latest news about open access initiatives around the world came in August 2022, when the United States Government ruled, in the so-called Nelson Memo, that all research funded by the country’s taxpayers must be made available to the public immediately upon publication(1). This policy change is indicative of a global shift from only advocating for open-access publication to actually mandating that the archives of publicly funded research be made available for all, a movement that began many years before, elsewhere with the Budapest and Berlin declarations (see below)(2–5).

The recent Nelson Memo calls for all US federal agencies to publish public access implementation plans no later than 31 December 2024(1) explaining how they will meet the new policy. The differences between this and previous US regulations(6) are the removal of one-year embargoes or delays; the inclusion of research data and machine-readable text, necessitating metadata and persistent identifiers; and the expansion of the policy to include all federal agencies, regardless of size or area(7). Authors publishing in open-access journals must now deposit their papers and data in designated online repositories immediately after publication.

The first open access initiatives: Europe and the WHO

In 2012, the European Commission began encouraging member states to publicly share results of research receiving public funds(8). The Horizon 2020 European funding program, published in 2017, stated that “there should be no need to pay for information funded from the public purse each time it is accessed or used”(9) and mandated that beneficiaries of Horizon 2020 funding ensure machine-readable open access of all peer-reviewed scientific publications and that they be deposited in public directories.

The Plan S initiative, launched in September 2018, extended the requirement of publishing open access to researchers receiving funding from cOalition S, a group of international funders including governments, councils, private institutions, and charities. Researchers funded by any member of the cOalition S are required to make publications available immediately without charging readers, starting in 2021(10). The World Health Organization (WHO) is a member of cOalition S and requires that publications authored by researchers, staff, individuals, and institutions that they fund are made available in open-access platforms or journals with open-access options without any embargo period.(11)

Latin America and Asia

In Latin America, open access has spread rapidly without government funding agency mandates(12). State-funded research must be published open access in some but not all countries(13). The SciELO (Scientific Library Online) multinational platform was created in the 1990s and went live in 1998, providing open access to journals produced in Latin...
America, the Caribbean, and Spain, mostly published in Portuguese and Spanish(14). The platform offers access to selected collections of journals that operate fully open access, publish continuously, and meet minimum quality standards. The majority of the 1805 journals indexed in SciELO, of which 472 are in health, are published by not-for-profit scientific societies or research institutions. Only 10% of the journals charge author fees(15).

In Asia, open-access policies have also spread in research institutions despite a lack of governmental mandates(16). Centrally organised governmental pressure to implement open access in such culturally and economically different regions of Asia might be difficult. Although improved coordination would help to consolidate open access policies, centrally organised governmental pressure has not yet developed and appears unlikely(17). The Higher Council for Science and Technology of Jordan joined Plan S in 2019(18). Open access in China has been encouraged by the Ministry of Science and Technology since 2006, resulting in a significant increase in open access journals and repositories there(19). The Chinese Academy of Science and the National Science Foundation of China issued policies in 2014 requiring all papers resulting from funded research to be published through the green open access model, with the author-accepted version deposited in a specific repository, with a 12-month embargo. However, funders may also support authors by contributing towards APCs to publish gold open access(20). No Chinese funder was listed as endorsing plan S at the time of writing(21).

Transformative agreements

More recently, libraries, institutions, and consortia have been establishing “read and publish” agreements with publishers to transform their business relationship from one that gives only the right to read (subscription model) to one that allows some publishing flexibility(22). The publisher gives discounts or waives the APCs for authors from institutions that sign these agreements, which can cover gold open access, hybrid, or subscription journals(22,23). These are individual, specific negotiations that are not applicable to a publisher’s whole portfolio, and the money invested is intended to cover the APCs only for researchers in those organisations. APCs are determined according to each agreement, using different calculation methodologies(22).

“Subscribe to Open” (S2O) is a recent proposal, endorsed by cOAlition S(24), to allow journals to convert to diamond open access through subscriptions agreements. The journal evaluates each year whether their subscription revenue is enough to fund the publication of a fully open access volume. If it is, the articles published during that year become open, with no additional charge to authors. If subscription revenue is not sufficient, that issue’s articles remain closed to everyone except subscribers. The journal might operate as diamond open access one year and subscription-based the next. By August 2022, 96 publishers had adopted the S2O system for at least some of their journals. However, no data are available about this format of publication for biomedical journals specifically(25).
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